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SURFACE WATER CULVERT RENOVATION – A KEY REQUIREMENT 
FOR INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY 

I nsituform Technologies Ltd. (ITL) is a 
leader in the provision of rehabilitation 

systems for the repair of deteriorated  
pipelines across the globe.  ITL has  
developed techniques and products over the 
years with a wide range of applications 
across the international water industry. This 
includes a number of different techniques 
for the rehabilitation of deteriorated surface 
water culverts of all different shapes and 
sizes.  Original pipe material also varies 
and includes circular, rectangular, egg-
shape, oval, horseshoe and other non-
standard shapes and materials from brick, 
concrete, stone, corrugated steel and others. 

Much of the focus of water industries is 
aimed at projects and products related to 
either the potable water supply or foul/
wastewater removal.  However, the arguments for the effects of  
climate change and the increasing likelihood of heavy rainfall events, 
public awareness and concern have raised the need to ensure that the 
facility handling surface water and storm water flows via culverts and other drainage systems is 
maintained as close to full operating, maximum flow handing condition as possible to safeguard 
against future potential flooding events. 

In the past few years, we have seen major flooding incidents with increasing concern amongst 
environment agencies, local authorities and the general public that the removal of surface water is 
not the priority it should be. Some of these incidents have highlighted the need to ensure that  
culverts, in particular those established to manage flows beneath vital infrastructure such as roads 
and railways and those that divert flows to protect housing and businesses, are maintained at the 
highest level. Household waste, shopping carts, weeds etc. have been found to cause material  
build-up in many of these culverts thereby reducing their capacity significantly and in some  
instances damaging their structural viability--leading to overflow and subsequent local flooding.  

With the complete replacement of many of these culverts being impractical because of their  
location in relation to infrastructure, many of the responsible authorities have instituted major  
culvert investigation programmes and where necessary rehabilitation programmes to bring existing 
culverts to full operating capacity to ensure that these key elements in countrywide flood defence 
and infrastructure protection efforts are at their maximum readiness. 

 
CULVERT REHABILITATION OPTIONS 
Given the wide variety of clientele with culvert structures in their area of responsibility, including 
the likes of the Environment Agency, British Waterways, The Highways Agency, Local Authorities 
and Network Rail, etc., all of which having varying degrees of deterioration and structural integrity 
problems, it is not surprising that there is a wide variety of potential techniques available to  
complete their rehabilitation. Most of the techniques can also be utilised in a variety of different 
circumstances. Of course the simplest rehabilitation technique is to clean the culvert out.  

In many instances simply removing the blockage is sufficient to bring the culvert back to full  
operational readiness. In many other circumstances however the age of the culvert, the original  
construction materials used and minimal care over the years proves further techniques are required. 
This is where the experience of companies such as ITL meets the market’s needs. The spectrum of 
rehabilitation techniques offered by ITL includes: 

• Standard CIPP lining using hot water and steam cure options 
• High strength CIPP installation using the iPlus™ Composite liner 
• Glass reinforced plastic (GRP) pre-manufactured, made to measure lining 
• Intergrout, an injection sealing system  
• Man entry options such as re-pointing brickwork or site specific repairs 
• Ferro-Cement lining (through ITL’s subsidiary Sewer Services) 
• Insituplate lining 
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Standard CIPP liners comprise resin impregnated needle 
felt material which is generally inverted into the host  
culvert using water pressure or compressed air, depending 
on the curing process being used, from a scaffold tower or 
inversion drum/CHIP unit. Hot water is circulated or steam 
is passed through the inverted liner curing the resin and 
completing the installation. The recent introduction of the 
iPlus™ Composite inversion liner system has made it  
possible to complete similar linings with a thinner product 
whilst providing the same or stronger structural lining due 
to the inclusion of high strength reinforcing fibres in the 
fabric of the liner during its manufacture. 

The iPlus™ Composite design is fibre-reinforced and is 
ideal for rehabilitating medium- to large-diameter gravity 
pipes, including culverts from 610 mm to 2,100 mm (24 in 
to 840 in).  

Reinforcing fibres integrated into the pipe wall form a 
laminated sandwich structure with improved physical  
properties and providing a proprietary product. The  
improved flexural strength makes iPlus™ Composite liner 
an excellent material choice for non-circular cross-sections 
that contain straight sides (i.e. egg shapes or flat bottom 
arch pipes) as well as those likely to be subject to higher than usual external loadings (i.e. consistent 
long-term traffic flows, etc.). 

GRP lining is classed as a segmental lining system, meaning it utilises preformed/prefabricated 
liner sections as the basis of the lining system. A GRP (glass-reinforced-plastic) liner is essentially a 
fibreglass/resin product which is factory manufactured and moulded to the precise size and shape of 
the pipeline it is designed to rehabilitate. The design is normally based on the minimum dimension 
permissible within the deteriorated culvert under repair. This ensures that the liner can be installed 
throughout the culvert length without any deformation in the host pipe that prevents access. GRP 
liners can also be utilised to negotiate bends in culverts by utilising short length liner pipes.  

As the GRP liner segments are preformed to the minimum dimension of the host pipe, installation 
is normally achieved manually with specially fabricated end profiles.  This linked together closely to 
ultimately form the completed lining length. Within the culvert, the liner segments are positioned 
using spacer blocks to create the lining, with an annulus between the liner outer wall and the pipe 
inner wall. Normally this annulus is grout filled as the lining construction advances. This provides 
the necessary bond between the host pipe and the new liner and adds to the structural integrity of the 
completed system. 

The Intergrout renovation system seals all leaks and restores the compressive ring strength of brick 
and masonry arches. A man-entry technique, this method of filling the cracks and voids with high 
strength polymer-reinforced grout has been proven to be effective in all sizes of sewer. It is a  
cost-effective solution to problems caused by erosion and the breakdown of the original structure. 
Installation is completed by drilling small diameter holes into the liner wall and injection grout then 
fills voids around and within the culvert structure forming the required seal. 

Where injection sealing is not required but where deterioration in the culvert wall is due to  
misplaced mortar or missing brickwork, re-pointing and brick replacement can be utilised. 

Ferrocement lining utilises a mesh support 
structure which is normally constructed 
within the host pipe/culvert at the section to 
be lined. A special cement mortar is applied 
to create the ferrocement structure. The  
system creates a WRc Type I liner once 
cured. Advantages of this system are that it 
can be used to repair discreet/localised  
sections of a pipe such as the invert section if 
this is where the pipe’s problem is located.  It 
is also suitable to complete ‘whole pipe’  
linings. 
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Preparing a GRP culvert liner  
segment on surface for an  
installation project in Romania. 

Erecting metal plate liners . 
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The Insituplate System 
was developed from ITL’s 
extensive background in 
belowground construction techniques coupled with the use of 
GRP lining units in major pipe renovation schemes. The  
installation of the system starts with the excavation of the 
existing pipe/culvert invert to a predetermined profile for a 
distance of 600 mm or 1200 mm. The pre-manufactured  
Insituplate segments (normally requires three to form the 
complete culvert shape required) are then installed and fixed 
in place to the required line and level. The completed ring is 
then grouted into position. The process is then repeated as 
necessary to complete the renovation length required. This 
ensures that the culvert structure is supported at all times 
during the installation process. 

ITL also utilises a form of spiral lining system known as 
Danby. The Danby Pipe Renovation System has proven to be 
a very cost-effective method of lining. The basic material 
used is PVC which is delivered to the jobsite as a standard 
flat coil of material. Coiling the liner material inside the host 
culvert allows the specially designed edges to be united to form the spiral liner. To complete an  
installation, the annulus between the liner and the old pipe is an important and integral part of the 
process in all applications. Annulus grouting not only provides important structural properties, but 
will also produce some level of repair to the old pipe by filling cracks and voids. The effect of any 
diameter reduction on hydraulic capacity is offset in most cases by the lowering of the hydraulic 
flow resistance of the new PVC liner-grout-pipe composite structure. 

Danby has the advantages of minimising loss of internal pipe diameter, structurally improving the 
old pipe, and protecting it from further degradation. The PVC liner is impervious to hydrogen  
sulphide and many other corrosive substances 
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Before and after views of a 
culvert lining job.  
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RECENT PROJECTS 
ITL has over the past few years been  
constantly involved with projects for the 
repair and rehabilitation of vital culverts 
across various industry sectors and regions 
of the UK. The following is a small selection 
of the projects completed to illustrate the 
variety of situations in which the company’s 
solutions can and have been utilised. 

At Bilston Glen near Edinburgh, Scotland 
client British Coal, through its main  
contractor Thomas Menzies, was required 
make repairs to joints in a 1,680 mm high x 
1,400 mm wide x 564 m long concrete twin 
box culvert. 

Whilst the main structure of the culvert 
was sound, the deteriorated state of the joints within the culvert meant that there was a potential for 
failure of the culvert at some point in the future which needed to be prevented. 

After careful inspection of the faults, the main contractor brought in ITL to complete the repairs 
using a technique involving cutting back of the defective concrete and effectively re-pointing the 
joints to repair them using hand-applied mortar. 

In other instances whilst the joint concrete was not deteriorated, the joints were leaking. Here it 
was decided to drill the leaking joints and inject polyurethane foam to seal off the infiltration flows. 
The whole contract was completed between February 2009 and March 2009. 

Another project was the rehabilitation of a culvert system in Ottery St. Mary, Devon. Here the 
culvert in question, known as the Ottery culvert, originally built in the late 1800s, was believed to be 
the problem behind extensive past flooding. This was as a direct result of the limitations of capacity 
of the brick culvert designed to carry a water course beneath the town. As population and highway 
traffic increased over the years, the old watercourse was typically placed in extensions to the culvert 
to allow town development to continue. The culvert took the form of a shallow brick arch following 
the meandering line of the original stream running the length of the town. 

Ottery St. Mary is a thriving small town with narrow, winding streets. Although busy throughout 
the year, extensive traffic build-up occurs during the tourist season. In some sections, the culvert 
carrying the watercourse had been built over. In view of this, the construction of a culvert of  
sufficient capacity (calculated to be a culvert with a minimum of 1.35m2 cross-sectional area) was 
needed to eliminate future flooding risk. This presented major problems given the constraint of the 
need to minimise surface disruption. 

The existing culvert varied in dimension and form of construction but over the  
majority of its length is some 2m wide with 400mm high side walls and a maximum height to the 
arch mid-point of 850mm. The sidewalls were built with a mix of stone and brickwork. The shallow 
arch was constructed entirely in brickwork but with several short replacement sections  
constructed in reinforced concrete. 

Whilst the lower sections of the culvert were to be replaced using open cut techniques through a 
wide roadway and car park, construction of the upper reaches of the culvert, which passed under the 
town centre and in some cases directly under existing buildings, presented more difficult and  
potentially more costly problems, all with disruptive consequences to traders and town traffic.  

The requirement for offline replacement, imposed by the fact that the line of the existing culvert 
passed directly through narrow passageways and under buildings, further exacerbated the potential 

cost and extent of this disruption.  
Working in close association with the  
Environment Agency’s design engineers, WS 
Atkins, and the partnering contractors, Van 
Oord/TJ Brent, ITL prepared a less disruptive 
solution for construction through the most 
seriously congested section of the culvert 
renewal scheme. 
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A completed culvert renovation project. 

Multiple culverts can be rehabilitated on 
one site independent of size shape or  
original pipe material. 
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The solution proposed was the 
three-segment GRP based system 
Insituplate. A cost and value  
analysis was carried out on the  
preliminary budget figures and the 
final submission was benchmarked 
by a competitive tender prior to 
placing the contract with ITL.  

Ultimately the project was  
completed on time and within 
budget to the satisfaction of the  
client, its main contractors and the 
town’s people of Ottery St. Mary. 

On a further culvert rehabilitation 
contract, Bristol Water Company 
through its main contractor, Costain, 
was required to renovate an existing 
raw water culvert taking feed from 
reservoirs at Chew Magna and oth-
ers in the Mendips to its Barrow Treatment Works. The water is conveyed mainly in masonry  
culvert with sections of aqueduct which cross valleys enroute. The total length of the culvert is  
approximately 20 km. Since the late 1980s, Sewer Services Ltd. and latterly Insituform Sewer Ser-
vices have renovated various sections of the culvert. 

The latest culvert section to be renovated was a 680 m length at Litton. This culvert was nominally 
a 1,380 mm x 1,095 mm masonry egg shape which was rehabilitated with a 1,264 mm x 960 mm 
GRP egg-shaped liner. The resultant annulus was grouted with a PFA/Cement grout. 

In all, three consecutive sections of the culvert were lined over lengths of 172 m, 198 m and 310 m 
respectively, totalling some 680 m. Some 160 t of grout was required to fill the annulus created 
across the project length. The purpose of the project was to renovate the old structure which suffered 
from the partial collapses and exfiltration of water.  

One of the most recent culvert renovation projects undertaken by ITL was the use of iPlus™  
Composite liners to rehabilitate some 10 culverts running beneath the main A30 Trunk road off the 
M5 motorway into Devon and Cornwall south of Exeter. 

Because of estimated future drainage flows and the load bearing capacity requirements from the 
increasing traffic flows on A30 Trunk road, this renovation was required to ensure the long-term 
operational viability of these culverts. The project was carried out with the support of the UK  
Highway Authority’s main contractor and consulting engineering partner, EnterpriseMouchel. 

The culverts were situated at different depths, in different locations and comprised of pipelines of 
differing diameters (varying between 1m, 1.2m and 1.6m) and pipe materials.  Each culvert was 
individually assessed in order to specifically design the appropriate rehabilitation liner for each  
individual culvert. The UK Highway Authority decided to utilise the standard Insituform® CIPP 
process and liner materials on six of the 10 liners and the new iPlus™ Composite liner on the  
remaining four sites. 

The iPlus™ Composite liner was selected for the four sites largely because of the individual  
circumstances of each culvert, which included the culverts either running at depth below the road 
surface resulting in greater ground loading or the culverts being subject to high traffic and other 
potential external loadings which could possibly affect the long-term performance of standard liners. 

Another culvert rehabilitation projects undertaken by ITL was the Dark Lane project. This  
involved the lining of a culvert beneath the A38 Trunk road near Chudliegh, Devon known as Dark 
Lane Underpass. The works involved the lining of a 6,782 mm high by 6,122 mm wide by 48 m 
long corrugated steel constructed underpass with an Assett Multi-Plate corrugated steel liner.  

The individual liner plates were bolted together into sections prior to final assembly of the culvert 
liner. Each section was pre-assembled in the site compound before being craned into place in the 
culvert entrance. A 50t capacity pipe bursting rod puller winch then pulled the new corrugated steel 
liner through the existing culvert from the reception end of the culvert. To achieve the pull-in, a 
frame distributed the load required to move the multi plate liner across the wing walls. Successive 
liner rings were then assembled and added to the structure as it was drawn through the culvert. Upon 
completion of the installation, the annulus was filled with foam concrete. 

Other projects include the use of ferrocement construction and culvert cleaning on a project in 
Glastonbury, Somerset; re-pointing and cementitious reinforcement of a culvert in Shepton Mallet, 
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Preparing the culvert on the Bristol Water project note 
the wooden template sitting in the culvert.  
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Somerset; intergrouting of a culvert beneath the A75/A77 between Maesteg and Spaxton in  
Scotland; GRP installations beneath the A20 Trunk Road close to Stanstead airport and on a project 
to rehabilitate a culvert in Stratford upon Avon and a multitude of culvert rehabilitation projects for 
Network Rail using a variety of the techniques already outlined. Website: www.insituform.co.uk 

 
 

OVER 200 ATTEND DITCH WITCH EVENT 

D itch Witch Barcelona hosted a special  
customer event on October 30, 2009,  

drawing a total of 216 customers, equipment 
dealers, and members of the press. This was the 
ninth year this event has taken place. It was an 
all-day affair highlighted by introductions and 
demonstrations of new Ditch Witch® trenching 
and trenchless equipment. Many attendees got 
their first look at the new JT100 Mach 1  
horizontal directional drill, the PR100 pipe  
bursting system, and RT10, RT12, RT45, and 
RT80 trenchers and were able to view the full 
product line. The company also demonstrated its 
tooling for its geothermal process.  

Like most industries in 2009, underground  
construction saw reductions in sales. But Joe 
Smith, Jr., European Sales Manager for the Ditch Witch organisation said the Ditch Witch  
Barcelona customer event made him believe a turnaround was imminent. “From our event I could 
tell that customers are more confident about buying new equipment,” said Smith. “The release of so 
many outstanding new Ditch Witch machines set the stage for a strong 2010.” 

Customers at the event were also treated to a mud-mixing presentation by representatives of  
Baroid Industrial Drilling Products, which manufactures a wide range of drilling fluid additives used 
in directional drilling operations. The event concluded in the evening with an offsite reception and 
dinner. Website: www.ditchwitch.com 

 
 

PERCO APPOINTMENT EXPANDS TUNNELLING ACTIVITIES 
Perco has announced the expansion of the company’s 
tunnelling activities, which includes segmental  
tunnelling, microtunnelling, pipe jacking and large 
diameter segmental shafts. 

As part of this expansion the company has also  
announced the appointment of Alex Menhinick, who 
has joined Perco from Carillion Trenchless Solutions 
and TW Mechanical Headings. Alex has been a well-
known figure in the tunnelling sector for over thirty 
years, with many of them spent running TW  
Mechanical Headings, and he brings a huge amount of 
knowledge and expertise to Perco’s tunnelling  
operations. 

Perco’s tunnelling activities focus on pipejacking, microtunnelling and segmental tunnelling  
solutions in diameters ranging upwards from 300 mm, as well as large diameter segmental shafts. 

The new tunnelling services strengthen Perco’s core services in new pipe installation and pipe 
rehabilitation, namely auger boring, timber headings, directional drilling, pipe bursting, sliplining 
and EcoCIPP lining. Website: www.perco.co.uk 
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MONUMENTAL DISTANCE PROVES NO OBSTACLE FOR MIXED 
GROUND CUTTERHEAD 

O n December 7, 2009 a new milestone was 
reached for Auger Boring Machines 

(ABMs) using disc cutterheads. Contractor 
Gonzales Boring & Tunneling completed what 
is claimed to be a landmark crossing length of 
183 m (600 ft) using a 1 m (42 in) diameter 
Robbins Small Boring Unit (SBU-A). The feat 
is claimed to be a record for any diameter of 
SBU-A, making it the longest distance ever  
excavated with the boring attachment. The 
Tigard, Oregon, USA project consists of three 
gravity sewer crossings in rock and mixed 
ground below houses, local streets, small 
creeks, and a service facility.    

“A combination of preparation, a qualified 
crew, accurate machine design, and Robbins’ 
support services made this a successful  
crossing,” said Jim Gonzales, President of 
Gonzales Boring & Tunneling. More typical 
jobs for the SBU-A are below 90 m (300 ft) in 
length, though there have been several  
crossings of approximately 150 m (500 ft) in 
length for larger diameter cutterheads.   

The Robbins Small Boring Unit (SBU-A) is a type of trenchless boring attachment for use with 
standard ABMs. The SBU-A, in diameters from 600 mm to 1.8 m (24 to 72 in), consists of a circular 
cutterhead mounted with disc cutters. The disc cutters are capable of excavating rock from 25 to 
over 175 MPa (4,000 to over 25,000 psi) UCS.   

In mixed ground, as with the Gonzales boring project, cutterheads can be fitted with a variety of 
tungsten carbide bits and single or multi-row disc cutters. The cutterhead used on the  
record-breaking SBU-A features single 165 mm (6.5 in) diameter disc cutters and larger muck 
bucket openings to better handle conditions consisting of solid basalt, interspersed with clay and dirt 
sections containing small boulders.   

During machine launch, the SBU-A is welded to the lead steel casing. Throughout the bore, the 
ABM provides both torque and forward thrust to the cutterhead. Openings in the cutterhead or muck 
buckets collect spoil from the face, where they are transferred to a full-face auger for removal.    

After completing its first 70 m (230 ft) crossing in clay and basalt, the SBU-A was launched for its 
second bore on October 28, 2009. The disc cutterhead was used with a 1.8 m (72 in) diameter ABM 
and 1 m (42 in) diameter steel casing. Rock conditions on the second crossing consisted of basalt at 
various rock strengths between 48 to 82 MPa (7,000 to 12,000 psi) UCS. Crews monitored line and 
grade, and were able to maintain advance rates at about 12 m (40 ft) per 10-hour shift.   

A contractor-designed steering system 
guided the SBU-A to within 0.25 mm 
(1/100th of an inch of design grade after 
183 m (600 ft) of excavation. Despite 
the mixed ground conditions, no disc 
cutter required changing after 250 m 
(830 ft) of boring. A third 98 m (320 ft) 
(98 m) crossing is scheduled to be  
excavated in early 2010. 

The three crossings were initially  
designed as a pilot tube microtunnelling 
project using vitrified clay pipe. “The 
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owner has saved over US$1 million  
on the trenchless section alone over 
its original cost estimates for pilot 
tube microtunnelling. Because the 
owner listened to the construction 
community, it saved both time and money, and kept the dollars  
local,” said Gonzales.   

The crossings form part of the Locust Street Sanitary  
Improvements Project, No. 6335.  Approximately 1.8 km (1.1 
miles) of gravity sewers are being installed by general contractor 
Northwest Earthmovers, Inc. for project owner Clean Water  
Services. The 450 mm (18 in) diameter PVC carrier pipe will  
increase capacity in the area and stop overflows which currently 
plague the system. Website:  www.robbinstbm.com 
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COMPOSITE LINER ADDS LONG LIFE TO REHABILITATED RAIL 
CULVERTS 

I nsituform Technologies Ltd. (ITL), 
a leader in the provision of  

rehabilitation systems for the repair of 
deteriorated pipelines across the 
globe, has developed techniques and 
products over the years that have a 
wide range of application across the 
international water industry.  In  
addition to potable water and  
wastewater pipelines, ITL has also 
deve loped  exper t i s e  in  the  
rehabilitation of storm and surface 
water drainage systems, including 
culverts. 

A recent project for client Network 
Rail highlighted this skill in culvert 
renovation. Designated the Network 
Rail Edale Culverts Project, the work was situated near to the town of Edale, Derbyshire, UK. Three 
culverts running beneath the main railway line from Sheffield to Manchester, required rehabilitation. 
The principal contractor for the project was Birse Rail. The design was completed by Birse Rail 
Consultancy. 

After careful consideration of the available rehabilitation options, it was decided that the best  
option for the culvert renovation works would be the installation of CIPP liners, for which ITL was 
appointed as the installation subcontractor. 

The work required extending the life of the existing rectangular stone culverts, each 800 mm high 
and with widths that carried between 450 mm to 500 mm. Access to each of the sites was through 
farm fields comprised of grassland normally used for grazing. 

ITL offers a wide variety of techniques and liner products suitable for this type of installation To 
ensure that the future flow performance and structural integrity were maintained at the maximum 
with a minimal loss of cross-sectional area within the existing culverts, it was decided to utilise a 
cured-in-place pipe (CIPP) lining system with pressure grouting of any remaining annulus between 
the new liner and the existing culvert wall. 

To minimise the wall thickness of the liner and provide a high strength liner, ITL chose to install 
its premium CIPP product, the iPlus™ Composite system (detailed below). The installation  
technique used standard Insituform® CIPP equipment including a mobile crane. Given the location 
of the installation sites, Network Rail carried out bearing checks for the use of a mobile crane.  This 
ensured that the weight of the crane would cause no problems to the site where the culverts were 
being renovated or to the tracks beneath which the culverts run. 

 
INSITUFORM iPLUS™ COMPOSITE SYSTEM 
The iPlus™ Composite design is fibre-reinforced and ideal for rehabilitating medium- to large-
diameter gravity pipes from 610 mm to 2,100 mm.  

The proprietary technology of iPlus™ Composite includes reinforcing fibres integrated into the 
pipe wall forming a laminated sandwich structure with improved physical properties. The improved 

flexural strength makes the iPlus™  
Composite system an excellent material 
choice for non-circular cross-sections 
that contain straight sides (i.e. egg shapes 
or flat bottom arch pipes) as well as those 
likely to be subject to higher than usual 
external loadings (i.e. high long-term 
traffic flows, etc.). 
By combining innovative engineering 

technology with high quality materials, 
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iPlus™ Composite delivers increased 
flow capacity relative to the host pipe 
w h en  c o mp a r ed  w i t h  mo r e  
c o n v e n t i o n a l  r e h a b i l i t a t i o n  
techniques.  The product is being 
hailed as a next-generation CIPP  
system that, due to reinforcing carbon 
and/or glass fibres, provides a  
structural solution that is up to 50% 
less than the thickness of traditional 
pipe lining solutions.  The composite 
material thereby maximises pipeline 
capacity even after lining. As with 
other CIPP products, the applied pipe 
loads are calculated according to the 
trenchless technology industry’s  
accepted standards. The new liner’s reinforcement fibres are resistant to the corrosive materials and 
conditions found in sewers. Carbon and fibreglass materials have excellent chemical resistance to 
materials found in sewers and exceed current trenchless industry corrosion requirements.  

The iPlus™ Composite system can truly claim to be a product that does more with less. Less resin 
is used in the product, less energy is required to cure the product and less fuel is needed to transport 
the product to the jobsite. The iPlus™ Composite product can be installed in less time than  
conventional CIPP, thereby saving energy and reducing emissions released into the air from on-site 
equipment. All of these factors are good for the environment and help contractors meet reduced 
emission targets and conserve energy.  The iPlus™ Composite system is an effective, time-saving 
and environmentally friendly solution. iPlus™ Composite liner benefits also include:  

• Provides a seamless, jointless pipe-within-a-pipe 
• Restores structural integrity  
• Significantly reduces infiltration  
• Stabilises pipes with a wide range of shapes  

iPlus™ Composite has a coating on the inside pipe surface. This elastomeric flow surface coating 
increases the pipe’s smoothness, reduces the surface friction and provides an additional corrosion 
barrier for the pipe. 

The iPlus™ Composite tube is manufactured in Insituform’s ISO-certified manufacturing facilities.  
This ensures the tubes are made with the same attention to detail and high standards of quality that 
customers have come to expect. 

In addition to the Company’s own testing of the iPlus™ Composite product, independent testing to 
establish the E-modulus of the cured liner material has also been carried out at Coventry University 
in the UK.  Using three iPlus™ Composite samples, results of the Coventry test showed on average 
that the E-modulus of the product was in excess of 5,000 MPa. One of the three samples tested 
showed an E-modulus of over three times (3x) the industry recommended level of 2,200 MPa for 
this type of liner. 

 
INSTALLATION 
The lining work for culvert P9G22, which was 21 m long, was completed on 26 June 2009. This 
was followed by an installation on culvert P9G21, which was also 21 m long, which was completed 
on 30 June 2009 and the final 34 m long installation for culvert P9G29 was completed on 12 July 
2009. The final installation had to be completed with a night-time possession of the railway due to 
the proximity of the culvert location to the tracks. Work started on site at midnight on the Saturday 
and continued into Sunday morning. The main problem for this site was that a large tree obstructed 
the installation area of the final liner. It was therefore necessary to establish the mobile crane very 
close to the railway tracks, hence the need for the possession. Because this situation did not occur at 
the other installations, works were able to be undertaken during the daytime. 

Access via private land was required at the location of all three culverts. Birse Rail arranged the 
access permissions and provided a plastic roadway to ensure minimum disturbance to the ground 
over which the equipment and supply vehicles had to pass. 

Apart from these relatively minor obstacles, all three liner installations were completed very 
smoothly. Once the culvert in question was cleaned and inspected, any obstructions likely to damage 
or prevent the correct installation of the liner were removed. The liner was set up on the launch  
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scaffold. The water for the inversion process was provided using a single road tanker. The water was 
pumped into the liner at the head of the scaffold, creating the necessary water pressure to invert the 
liner into the culvert. Once the inversion was completed, the inversion water was heated to the  
required temperature for curing by circulating it through the boiler truck. This hot water was  
circulated for a pre-determined time to ensure full curing of the tube. 

Once curing of the tube was completed, the remaining annulus between the liner and the culvert 
wall was pressure grouted using cement mortar grout. This was placed using a standard high-
pressure grout pump into the unavoidable annulus created by the inversion of an effectively circular 
liner into the rectangular culverts, particularly in the corners. The use of the pressure grout ensured 
that the full structural integrity of the lined culvert was maintained.  This was a vital factor in the 
project given the rail traffic loads the culverts would experience throughout their working life.  

However given that the liner was designed to fit the culvert, the grout requirement was minimal, 
hence the use of the basic cement grout. 

For ITL, John Beech, Business Development Manager, commented: “These installations were not 
typical jobs because of the difficult access. We had to ensure that our crews minimised disturbance 
to the farmland wherever possible. The lining operations themselves went very well, although the 
logistics of getting materials and supplies to relatively remote locations was a challenge, particularly 
since once the liner was in place the project was not considered complete until the grouting had been 
completed. The use of the iPlus™ Composite liner was important because it meant we reduced the 
weight of the tube we had to handle on-site while providing a stronger liner than would have been 
possible with a standard CIPP liner material. The client received a renovated culvert with maximum 
flow capacity and a new long lease of life. Overall our crews did an excellent job on all three sites, 
much to the satisfaction of the client and the landowners.” Website: www.insituform.co.uk   

 
 

TRELLEBORG LAUNCHES MANHOLE CHIMNEY/COLLAR SEALS 

M anhole rehabilitation has taken a 
major step forward with the launch 

of Trelleborg’s new DRAIN FlexRib 
Manhole Seals. With increasing global 
emphasis on the completion of whole  
network rehabilitation, the focus on the 
performance of manholes within the  
overall pipe system has gained major  
importance. 

In an effort to answer one of the more 
difficult areas of manhole rehabilitation, 
Trelleborg Group has introduced, through 
its Pipe Seals division, a newly designed 
manhole chimney or collar seal to prevent 
infiltration and exfiltration from the top/
entry area of a manhole structure. This 
area has been shown to be the part of the 
manhole that suffers most deterioration due to freeze/thaw cycles at surface, traffic loading, thermal 
expansion and contraction of the surrounding pavement, roads and other external forces. 

Known as the DRAIN FLEXRIB MANHOLE SEAL, the unit is a spring seal system which  
utilises a rubber seal in conjunction with an expanding stainless steel clip. The seal is placed over 
the affected area and the spring clip is expanded using either a manual or hydraulically driven  
installation tool to press the rubber seal into position over the damaged area. 

Installing the seal creates a watertight seal 
between the manhole frame casting and top 
of the manhole cone. The design of the seal 
allows it to move vertically and/or laterally 
whilst maintaining a watertight seal. 
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A schematic of the Trelleborg Manhole Seal in  
position in a Manhole chimney/collar. 

The variety of seal profiles available for 
use with the Trelleborg Manhole Seal 
(second from bottom is the FlexRib  
Extension seal). 
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Using patented Waveband technology the unit creates a more 
effective seal by concentrating the compressive force of the  
expansion band. The rubber is ‘captured’ between the band and 
the manhole structure. 

The seal itself is made from a premium quality rubber  
compound and is available in four widths to cover all  
eventualities that may be encountered in different manholes. The 
width options include: 

• 150 mm (with 75 mm ‘corrugation’) 
• 216 mm (with 127 mm ‘corrugation’) 
• 267 mm (with 178 mm ‘corrugation’) 
• 305 mm (with 203 mm ‘corrugation’) 

In addition to the standard width options there is also a FlexRib 
Extension seal for use when the adjustment area of the manhole 
exceeds the range of the available FlexRib Seals. A FlexRib  
extension may be added to provide an additional 203 mm  
coverage with a seal of 235 mm width and a 178 mm 
‘corrugation’. 

For contractors and installers using the DRAIN FlexRib  
Manhole Seals, the information required to ensure that the correct 
seal is used includes: The manhole frame inside diameter; the 
inside diameter of the grade adjustment area; the inside diameter of the cone; the height of the grade 
adjustment area (bottom of frame to top of cone); the vertical surface on the inside of the manhole 
cone and the degree of taper on the inside of the frame. 

Commenting on the new Manhole Chimney/Collar seals Ian Ramsay, Trelleborg Pipe Seals  
Gateshead sales director said: “It has long been understood that rehabilitation of and the prevention 
of infiltration/exfiltration to and from manholes is a key factor in the effective sealing of pipe  
networks. Our new DRAIN FlexRib Manhole Seal now offers a very quick to install and easy to use 
unit to achieve this end. Without the use of liquid resins, flexible materials and often extended cure 
times or pre-formed sections which could possibly affect the future accessibility of manholes,  
manhole collars can now be completely sealed against extraneous flows in one simple operation.” 
Website: www.trelleborg.com  
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DITCH WITCH® RELEASES ITS MOST POWERFUL PIPE BURSTING 
SYSTEM 

T he Ditch Witch® organisation recently announced the release of the PR100, the company’s 
newest and most powerful pipe bursting system. Each component of the PR100, the bursting 

unit, power pack, and job box, is designed and manufactured by Ditch Witch. 
The PR100 bursting unit can  

fracture or cut any type of existing 
pipe including clay, PVC, steel, 
cast iron, or ductile iron and pull in 
new pipe of up to 400 mm (16 in)  
diameter with 100 t of pullback 
force. Stoutly built with heavy-
duty, commercial-grade steel, the 
PR100 has the power to replace all 
types of water, sewer, and utility 
pipe. 

The  PR100’s  heavy-duty  
components are designed to  
provide strength and stability  
during operation, as well as long 
life, minimal wear, and low maintenance. Reinforced steel shrouds protect each unit’s hydraulic 
cylinders, which are specially engineered in the Ditch Witch plant to provide exceptional reliability, 
from damage and debris.  

The PR100 is designed with clean, simple hydraulics, including high-quality ORS and SAE  
fittings. Load-sensing hydraulics cause the bursting unit to automatically downshift when a load is 
introduced, and allow higher speeds during makeup and breakout, which increases productivity. 

The PR100’s power pack features a 45 kW (60 hp) Cummins engine that is fully enclosed, fully 
accessible and, at 83 dBA, is claimed to be the quietest in its class. The power pack has numerous 
features designed to improve operator productivity, including remote drains and an auxiliary pump 
for running hydraulic power tools. 

The PR100’s rod box mounts atop the bursting unit, a design that offers two benefits: an entry pit 
only large enough to accommodate the bursting unit and the operator is required, which reduces 
time and labour expense; and easier access to the rod box, which reduces operator fatigue.  
Customers can equip the PR100 with an optional assisted rod device that speeds make-up times, 
makes operation easier, and allows flexible setup on a variety of jobsites. 

An exclusive feature of the PR100 is a rugged steel job box that comes with the system as standard 
equipment. The job box is packed with essential tools for operation. Website: www.ditchwitch.com 

 
 

ONLINE PIPE REPLACEMENT 
For General Information on Bursting, Reaming, Cracking, Eating and Pulling click here 
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FASTER PE PIPE HANDLING AND INSERTION WITH NEW PIPE  
HANDLER 

S teve Vick International has launched ‘The 
Pipe Handler’, a device which attaches to an 

excavator in order to pick up and manoeuvre PE 
pipe on site. The Pipe Handler is also designed to 
insert PE pipe into a host pipe quickly and safely. 

The Pipe Handler has undergone extensive 
field trials with National Grid, which is in the 
process of taking delivery of eight purchased 
units across its alliances and coalitions.      

The equipment is attached to the quick hitch or 
bucket pins of the digger/excavator. The operator 
is then able, from the safety of the cab, to grip 
the PE, position it in the excavation and insert 
the pipe in one straightforward, efficient  
operation.  

Currently, PE is often inserted into redundant 
mains using an excavator bucket and sling but 
this process presents a risk hazard due to the  
operator having to work in the trench and the 
tendency of the pipe to ‘spring’. In avoiding  
operators having to handle the pipe, the Steve 
Vick (SV) Pipe Handler significantly reduces the 
risk of injury. 

 
SWIVEL HEAD 
Once attached to the excavator, The SV Pipe Handler’s swivel head allows the excavator operator to 
grasp the pipe in its jaws and manoeuvre it into position. If required, the operator can then push the 
PE into a carrier or host pipe using the hydraulic power of the excavator. There is just one-set up 
operation for the entire insertion procedure and all actions are safely handled from the cab.  

Insertion speeds of 10 m/min are typical and long lengths of pipe can be inserted in one operation. 
The design of the gripping jaws prevents damage to PE pipe and there are built-in pilot check valves 
for hydraulic safety. 

The model currently available handles pipe diameters of 250 mm up to 355 mm, for use with a 
typical backhoe excavator. Lightweight aluminium shell inserts are available to suit all pipe sizes. 
Larger and smaller diameter models will be available in the future. Website: www.stevevick.com 

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES  
& SERVICES 

For General Information on Support Equipment & Accessories click here 
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UKSTT CHAIRMAN’S YEAR END REPORT 

T he year 2009 has been a satisfying one for the UKSTT. Firstly the Awards Dinner was 
a successful occasion which again attracted a record number of Award entries and a 

pleasing number of attendees especially given the economic climate at the time. 
Membership numbers are still good and we have attracted a number of key utility  

companies which have become Patrons to the society. We welcome them to the society and 
look forward to a important working relationship with them in the future . 

During the year UKSTT was involved in the national WRAP programme (Waste and  
Resources Action Programme) of seminars where the merits of Trenchless Technology in 
the reduction of waste and carbon emissions were passed on to all interested parties. We 
have now been invited to take part in the next year’s seminars, which will be aimed at the 
reduction in the environmental damage caused by reinstatement. 

The two No-Dig road shows in November and in early December attracted excellent  
audiences with the Wakefield show, sponsored by Yorkshire Water, pulling in both a record 
number of delegates and exhibitors for the 21 year history of the event, a warming success 
in these difficult times. The second set of No-Dig road shows are planned for late March 
and early April 2010 in Ireland, for further information on how to participate or attend 
please visit the organisers website at www.westrade.co.uk 

Lastly I would like to wish all our members an enjoyable festive period and a prosperous 
2010. 
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Colin Tickle, Chairman 
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2010 
January 27-28 
Global Water Leakage Summit 2010 - London, UK 
Details from: www.global-leakage-summit-2010.com 
 

February 9-12 
Microtunneling Short Course - Colorado, USA 
Details from: www.microtunneling.com 
 

March 15-16 
TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2010 - Abu Dhabi 
Details from: www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com 
 

March 30 — DATE CHANGE 
No-Dig Road Show - Dublin, Ireland 
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk  
 

April 1 — DATE CHANGE 
No-Dig Road Show - Belfast, UK 
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk   
 

April 19-25 
BAUMA 2010 - Munich,Germany 
Details from: www.bauma.de 
 

April 23 
UKSTT Awards Ceremony - Birmingham, UK 
Details from: www.ukstt.org.uk 
 

April 27-29 
No-Dig Poland 2010 - Kielce, Poland 
Details from: www.nodigpoland.tu.kielce.pl 
 

May 2-7 
NASTT No-Dig Show - Chicago, USA 
Details from: www.nodigshow.com  
 

May 4-6 
IFAT China - Shanghai 
Details from: www.ifat-china.com 
 

June 1-4  
International Trade Fair and Conference for Trenchless  
Technologies - Moscow, Russia  
Details from: www.nodig-moscow.ru 
 

July 21-22 
IV Brazilian Congress for Trenchless Technology 2010 - 
No Dig Latin American - São Paulo, Brazil 
Details from: www.abratt.org.br/nodig2010 
 

September 13-17 
IFAT - Munich,Germany 
Details from: www.ifat.de/en/facts 
 

September 27-28 
4th European Water & Wastewater Management  
Conference - Leeds, UK 
Details from: www.ewwmconference.com 
 

October 5-7 
No-Dig Live 2010 - Coventry, UK 
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk 
 

November 8-10 
International No-Dig 2010 - Singapore 
Details from: www.nodigsingapore.com 

EVENTS AND MEETINGS 

© 2009 NoDig Media Services 

 
November 23-26 
Bauma China 2010 - Shanghai, China 
Details from: www.bauma-china.com 
 
2011 
May 2-5  
International No-Dig 2011 - Berlin, Germany 
Details from: www.nodigberlin2011.com 
 
2012 
May 14-16 
International No Dig Show 2012 - São Paulo, Brazil 
Details from: www.nodigshow2012.com (available soon) 
 

 
 
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled for 2009 or 
2010 and would like to add it to this listing please forward 
details to: ian@nodigmedia.co.uk  
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